
NCC- THE CATALYST TO MY TRANSFORMATION 

 

 

I, WB/21/SDA/206910, cadet Deepen Thapa from St Joseph's College, Darjeeling from 5 Bengal BN NCC 

would like to share my personal experiences being an NCC cadet. The NCC (National Cadet Corps) is an 

organisation which provides necessary opportunities to the ones who desire to serve the country. It also 

helps in over all development on an individual. 

 

It  provides a sense of discipline and morals which helps oneself to become a ctizen who actually makes 

positive contributions towards the nation. 

When I got admissioned  to St Joseph's College, Darjeeling, we were informed to join any group that we 

were interested in . I got the opportunity to join NCC and cleared the interview conducted by our seniors. 

 

After the admission procedure to join NCC, we were called for drill practice as 1st years. All necessary 

and every basic thing related to NCC was taught to us. We were the first batch to attend practice after 

this global pandemic. Though facing every difficulty and following the given protocols, we successfully 

completed our practice for promise day. The promise day was a grand success from beginning to the 

end. After the promise day we were finally registered as NCC cadets.This rose a sense of thrill and pride 

within me. 

 

I do not have much experience in camps as our batch has not attended any camp  yet. But we have the 

information and experience shared  by our seniors with utmost honesty. 

 

I am very thankful that I experienced and gained a lot of knowledge through NCC. It helped me a lot to 

develop the parts of myself that even I had not been introduced to . NCC helped me grow- socially, 

physically and mentally.Being in NCC does change your lifestyle, making oneself hard working,  punctual, 

dedicated, disciplined and an over all good citizen. 

 

It introduced the attitude of never giving up, optimistic behavior and boosted me to  build a lot of self 

confidence. 
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